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It’s an exciting time to be in the speech-processing field, because of the recent major achievements like 
Siri, the so-called personal assistant in Apple iPhones. ‘She’ is voice controlled, intelligent, and (according 
to the ads) a user can say to her “Siri, I’m locked out of my apartment” and she will respond with “I have 
found three locksmiths in your area.” Those who work in the field know how hard these tasks are: to 
recognize a wide variety of speech, under all kinds of noise conditions, and then interpret the speech and 
generate an appropriate answer in speech synthesis that sounds natural. So Siri’s capabilities impress and 
even mystify speech engineers, at least those who don’t work for Apple. However, one can wonder whether 
once people become comfortable with speech interfaces on their phones and computers, they’ll expect more 
out of them in other arenas, for example, in language learning. The problem is that people who want 
pronunciation training are, by definition, accented, and recognizing accented speech is much more difficult 
than recognizing native speech. Thus the challenges are still very large.  
 
Labs that work with speech processing are generally members of the International Speech Communication 
Association, which has a special interest group called the Speech and Language Technologies in Education, 
or SLaTE. The most active labs in Europe are The Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Radboud 
University in the Netherlands, and Erlangen in Germany. American actors include Carnegie Mellon, MIT 
and the Stanford Research Institute. In addition, commercial actors contribute to SLaTE events, such as 
Rosetta Stone, Alelo (a cutting-edge company that is an off-shoot of the U.S. military’s programs for 
training soldiers to speak Arabic),  and the two major assessment operators, Pearson and the Educational 
Testing Services.  
 
Commercial language learning software would be incomplete without a pronunciation component, so to 
provide a marketable product, companies must include this feature. However, they are generally pretty 
aware of the limitations of the services they can provide in terms of pronunciation training. The head of 
Alelo recently said: “No problem is too big to run away from” on the issue of computer-assisted 
pronunciation training, and the company does not claim accent reduction from use of their products. They 
imply: “We provide spoken training with a little pronunciation feedback”.  Rosetta Stone’s latest launch in 
Asia has systems where learners work automatically with the computer, but interestingly, after about 20 
minutes of training in the program, a human operator standing by in the U.S. enters into the online training 
and gives the feedback on pronunciation. Thus they let a human do the important pronunciation feedback, 
bypassing the computer. 
 
Some of the reasons that ASR, automatic speech recognition, doesn’t work very well for pronunciation 
training is that ASR provides a numerical score of an utterance that represents a distance in acoustic space 
between what the learner has produced and a native speaker model in the software.  This is just a number, 
and it doesn’t tell the learner anything about how to improve a faulty production. If the learner is supposed 
to say “John lives in a white house” and she says “Yon lives in a vite ouse?” a system would be capable of 
identifying all those faulty segments, and reporting they were different from what they were supposed to 
be. The ASR would not be capable of identifying why they were different, nor tell the learner how to 
improve the next time. One way to address this limitation is by knowing the first language of the speaker. 
Then the system can predict the errors the speaker is likely to make, and prepare ready-made feedback that 
should help them. For example, the system can say, if it is known that the student is a French learner of 
English, and a word that starts with /h/ gets a low score, then the system makes an educated guess that the 
problem is that the /h/ hasn’t been aspirated, and then gives constructive feedback based on that 
assumption. 
 
This technique, however, is not a real solution to the challenge. We can make paired pronunciation training 
systems for English and French, or English and Chinese, or Chinese and French, the major languages, but 
for most of the languages of people who are immigrants to Sweden, for example, it is unlikely that any 
systems will ever be created. The other major problem is that ASR doesn’t respond to intonation very well; 
it’s trained to pick out phonemes and segments and make words out of the signal, ignoring prosody. 
Finally, ASR for pronunciation training is very difficult to use with spontaneous speech because speech 



must be recognized before it is scored. If the system is not certain of the recognition, it can’t be certain of 
the score.  
 
Fortunately, computers are a bit better at assessment than they are at training. There exist a couple of 
computerized oral proficiency tests on the market. One that has been available for at least 15 years is 
Versant, provided by Pearson and developed by Ordinate under the name of PhonePass. In the Versant test, 
the production of the test-taker is known to the system, so it can be compared to a model that the system 
already has within itself and be scored. What they are really scoring are the individual phonemes, and then 
very heavily relying on rate of speech to calculate the overall proficiency score. The test has been validated 
in a number of ways, and their results show that the test works as well as human ratings of oral proficiency 
(Bernstein, Van Moere, and Cheng 2010). Note that the validation they accentuate is with ratings of 
proficiency, and not with ratings of pronunciation. Thus one successful way of attacking the assessment 
issue is to work with comparing learner productions with known or read speech.  
 
Another operator, Educational Testing Services, is developing a speech rater system (Higgins et al. 2011) 
to score spontaneous monologue. After a prompt, for example “Describe your summer vacation,” the test-
taker speaks, and then the speech is scored.  ETS is using this now on the online practice test for the 
TOEFL, although they’re not using it for the real high-stakes events. Some features that a computer can 
analyze relatively easily are related to fluency. For example, a system doesn’t need to be terribly intelligent 
to figure out features such as the average length or the average duration of speech chunks (often known as 
‘runs’). Another feature is the speech articulation rate, which is the rate at which phonemes are produced, 
as opposed to the speaking rate, which includes the pauses. Computers can also calculate variables such as 
the standard deviation of chunk durations or chunk lengths, or the number of silences, the duration of the 
silences, and the standard deviation of the silence durations. They can also count disfluencies and repeated 
words. All these features will go into the ETS fluency score. Only one, or maybe two features can be used 
to give feedback on pronunciation: the acoustic model score and the ASR confidence score. The problem 
here is that since they don’t know what the learners are going to say, they have to recognize the speech 
before they score it. This is an uncertain process, which is why one of the variables is called ‘the 
confidence score.’ And therefore it’s not reliable to give it a score on how well someone has pronounced 
something if you’re not really sure what the word is that has been uttered. If a learner has said “flesh” and 
you recognize it as “fresh” but with a bad “l” […] “fresh” with a bad “r”, you’re not being fair to the 
learner. The ETS paper admits that the pronunciation score, which is the acoustic modeling variable, has in 
fact the lowest correlation with human ratings of everything they measure. But at the same time, the 
language expert advisors who were helping develop the test told ETS that pronunciation should be 
weighted the highest in the overall score. So as yet, they have really relatively poor results. This is a really 
hard task, but it’s research, so you have to give them some credit for trying.  
 
We’d all like to be able to give automatic assessment on prosody, particularly intonation. Pitch traces, such 
as those produced by Praat, are really useful in diagnosing learner problems, showing them where they’re 
going wrong, but generally these systems rely on expert interpretation, together with the learner helping 
them see the problems. It’s not always easy to see exactly where you’ve gone wrong by yourself, although 
the curve itself is somewhat intuitive. A project in Germany is trying to recognize pitch patterns 
automatically, using pitch slope primarily, with the goal of improving feedback on stress placement. 
However, they have yet to achieve promising results.  
 
One of the strengths of pronunciation assessment with technology is that with a large amount of learner 
speech and the ability to assess it properly, a learner production can be averaged over many instances of the 
same phoneme. This is beneficial because of learner variability in how individual phonemes are produced, 
and it’s fair to be rated not only on salient ill-formed phonemes, but to average in all those a speaker has 
been successful with as well.  Furthermore, human raters are sometimes inconsistent, while a computer can 
provide consistent ratings. Automatic assessment is a very natural way to rate fluency, and is cost effective.  
 
In terms of weaknesses, there is the heavy focus on phonemic features rather than prosodic features. 
Automatic pronunciation assessment is reliable for read speech rather than for spontaneous speech, and that 
means that some of the errors that learners produce can be caused by orthography, by not understanding the 
relationship between the spoken form and the written form of the word. This weakness is related to the 



problem with training programs that aren’t really pedagogically sound, because they’re not generating 
authentic communication from the learner, but rather prompting the reader to read or repeat.  
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Abstract: Pronunciation Assessment Using Speech Technology 
After decades of research, language technologies finally entered the mass market in the fall of 2011 with 
the release of the iPhone 4, whose main innovation was the introduction of Siri, the virtual, speech-directed 
personal assistant. As we become more comfortable with speech interfaces, we can expect growing trust in 
their use for pedagogical purposes. Language technologies are, relatively speaking, better at assessing 
pronunciation than at teaching it. Speech recognition (ASR) can identify deviant phonemes, without being 
able to easily provide a learner with information about what needs to be adjusted in terms of articulation. 
My contribution to the round table will report on the research challenges faced by engineers designing 
pronunciation training and assessment systems, and evaluate the strengths and weakness of automatic 
pronunciation testing.  


